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ABSTRACT

We human beings are facing a dilemma, as we live in a time and place where we inevitably have 
to become more stationary in our way of living, as well as make more careful and calculated 
decisions about what type of products we consume and how. As we are increasingly confined 
to our homes, our homes are having to act host to all of the activities that we used to leave our 
home for, such as work, exercise, leisure and more. The need for interior modification is larger 
than ever, yet the need is conflicted by the threat that product consumption is paying to our 
climate.

This project has explored the technology of augmented reality as an alternative method for 
interior adaptation, personalisation and creation in existing environments, through a concept 
called DIGITERIORS. By introducing flexible and digital layers to our static and analog 
interiors, the concept enables a new interactive dimension of interiors that can be atmospherically 
optimised and customised for a specific activity, need or mood, innumerable times without 
having to consume interior products or material. On a larger scale, this project speculates on 
sustainable and alternative ways of influencing our interiors in the future, using technologies 
that are already developed, but not yet fully utilised.

Key words: emotions, emotional expression, emotional experience, augmented reality, digital 
technology, hybrid environment, digital interiors, sustainable interiors, romanticism
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INTRODUCTION

Emotions of different kinds and different levels of intensity are inhabiting our human bodies and 
minds at all times and throughout our lives. These emotions effect our behaviour, perception, 
abilities and needs, yet our modern interior surroundings are consistent in a way that does 
not reflect and meet these variations of one’s emotional status. Through the technology of 
Augmented Reality, this project explores the potential of introducing flexible and digital layers 
to our static and analogue interiors of the Western world.

BACKGROUND

I have a constant battle within myself, between my ever so intense emotions and my own 
expectations of myself as a designer. My idea of the role of a designer in the twenty-first century 
is not only one of creating merely practical and aesthetic solutions for a being or group of 
beings, but to do so with empathy, in regards to ethics and sustainability. The outcome of our 
work as designers are often additions or transformations of physical material, processes which 
inevitably have effects on our climate and beings living in environmentally vulnerable zones. 
Whilst solving a problem for one individual, I fear I might create (or contribute to) a problem 
for someone else. I cannot help but see myself in my role and in my time as a living paradox.

In the early stages of my degree project, this inner conflict of mine had me locked in an 
emotionally uncomfortable state of mind, which I believed to hinder myself from being creative. 
Simultaneously I was undergoing a very personal process of healing and unfolding my mental 
health through therapy. I began to learn things about myself through therapy, which would 
explain why I experience my emotions the way I do and allowed me to appreciate my ability to 
sense emotions of all different kinds. I began to see how my emotions could become a source 
for creation, rather than a hinder.

CONTEXT & QUESTION

Two years ago, the COVID-19 pandemic had us suddenly thrown into an extremity of stationary 
life that we were not prepared for. During these past two years many new stationary habits were 
developed, such as working from home and travelling less. Although we in Sweden are no 
longer (or not currently) in lockdown and social distancing restrictions have been lifted, some 
of these stationary strategies are lingering and are likely to stay, not only because of personal 
comfort and efficiency, but because our global climate benefits from it. 

We now live in a time and place where the confined area of our home is having to facilitate 
activities beyond the means of a home. As an effect, a need for flexibility and change in our 
home interiors is increasing, in order to address all these activities. However, we simultaneously 
find ourselves in a situation where we human beings need to carefully consider what, why and 
how we consume, such as interior products and interior treatments, as they too contribute to 
climate change.
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I myself, can be found guilty of wanting to itch the urge of making a drastic change to my 
surroundings, either because the atmosphere of the room does not suit the current activity or 
more specifically: does not reflect my current emotional state or the one I wish to achieve in 
my activity.

In the Western world, we have numerous cultural media around us through which we consciously 
or subconsciously can channel our emotions. My emotional state might guide me in my choice 
of what clothes to wear, what food to cook or eat and what songs to listen to in a day. We 
can control these forms of media with more or less instantaneous effect of variation in our 
surroundings - to express and experience an emotion. Emerging from within, emotions can take 
on an identity outside of and separate to our body: an appearance, a feel (texture), a flavour, a 
smell or a sound. This channelling through other means then our bodies, allows our emotions to 
be extended and enhanced, in the sense that we get to experience them through our senses both 
within and outside our bodies.

Furthermore, in this process of emotional expression, our perception of presence in the present 
could also be reinforced. Within the practice of Mindfulness, presence in the present is often 
spoken of as the sought-after state of mind in which the practitioner non-judgementally 
focus all their attention to the current conditions within and outside of the body. The inner 
conditions refer to emotions, thoughts and bodily sensations. The outer conditions refer to the 
information about our surroundings, which may be picked up by our bodily senses, such as the 
feel of air against our skin. Mindfulness is often exercised through meditation and is thought 
to boost resilience, relieve stress and to decrease symptoms of depression. Likewise, the act of 
expressing or channelling one’s emotions also requires oneself to redirect focus to one’s current 
inner conditions for assessment, in order to further translate them into an expression outside of 
the body.If Mindfulness can generate beneficial effects on our health, then perhaps emotional 
expression can do so too, as both require emotional assessment. 

Changes can be done to interiors to reflect an emotion, but the effect of these changes are  
rarely instant, unless resorting to the existing interior assets such as switching lights on/off and 
reshuffling furniture. Further changes to interiors often require procedures that when repeated 
will impact our climate badly, and although the result of a transformed interior might successfully 
reflect one particular emotion, the emotion is temporary and the interior is less so. Perhaps the 
answer is not to stop making changes to our surroundings, but to change the processes in how 
we make these changes. Therefore, in this project, I seek to explore the following question: 

How can we sustainably make instant and temporary changes to our 
existing interiors to spatially express and experience our emotions?

INTRODUCTION
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PURPOSE & AIM

As a starting point, there were three key aspects that were important for me to incorporate 
into my degree project: to (1) explore a phenomenon that interests me, to (2) learn a new skill/
tool in my exploration and to (3) strive for ethical and sustainable empathy. In the early stages 
of my degree project I was simultaneously in the process of building this understanding and 
appreciation for my own emotions through therapy and thought that it would be an interesting 
phenomenon to study in my creative practice, as emotions is something that every human 
being experience on a daily basis and is something that can affect the way we perceive our 
surroundings among other things. I decided to explore this phenomenon specifically through 
digital technologies in order to develop skills that I believe are and will become even more 
valuable in the field of design in the future.

A key benefit to creation within digital means of representation and another reason behind my 
choice of technique, is the fact that once the device for creation is produced there is no further 
need to exploit physical material, hence it is a sustainable way to create unlimited amounts of 
designs within a digital dimension.

I have this prejudice that many people perceive technology as something that disconnects oneself 
from reality and presence in the present, but I am hoping that my project will demonstrate ways 
in which it could do the opposite. In the purpose of this, and in regards to the current climate 
crisis, I believe that there is great potential in exploring the technology of Augmented Reality, 
which is an enhanced version of the real physical world that is achieved through the use of 
digital visual elements, sound, or other sensory stimuli delivered via technology.

In order to encourage emotional empathy through my project as well, I wish to ultimately 
speculate on a tool for spatial expression of emotions, in which expressed emotions can be 
shared with other beings to better understand one another or to be used individually to better 
understand oneself and embrace one’s own emotions.

INTRODUCTION
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1.1 The emotional being

In the title of my project I speak of two elements; Digiteriors and The emotional being, by the 
latter I am referring to the human being as a specie, but it also refers to myself specifically as an 
individual with very strong emotions. So what are emotions?

BIOLOGY OF EMOTIONS

Biologically, emotions are the result of the limbic system of our brain processing, analysing 
and archiving information gathered by our bodily senses. In fact, our ancestors once depended 
on emotions for survival on the Savannah. Our emotions would act as an inner alarm for us 
to physically act in a certain way to avoid danger, to pass on our genes and to protect our 
offsprings. In modern time western societies, we normally do not have to fend for our lives 
on a daily basis, due to the numerous protective systems and structures that humankind has 
developed for itself over the past couple of thousand years. Nevertheless, emotions linger in 
our DNA throughout life. 

Regardless of our protective systems and what time we live in, we may observe emotions in 
their most purposeful, primitive and instinctual state, as a clear will to survive - in human 
infants. At this early stage of life, being neither fully physically or mentally developed, the 
human infant is undeniably dependant on parental figures for survival. Although the infant 
has none to very little experience of social interaction, the infant is able to communicate its 
most primitive needs as emotions translate internal experience (such as hunger) to an external 
expression (such as crying). As we grow up to reach full physical and mental development at 
around the age of 25, the human being continue to experience emotions on a daily basis, yet 
what triggers these emotions and how we act upon them depend on social, cultural and political, 
among other, conditions in which we grow up. Influenced by these numerous conditions, it can 
be difficult to understand the emotions of other individuals, let alone the emotions of oneself.

LANGUAGE OF EMOTIONS

British historian Tiffany Watt Smith describes in her book called The Book of Human Emotions, 
“The way we feel is also enmeshed in the expectations and ideas of the cultures in which we 
live. Hate, anger or desire can seem to come from the most untamed, animal parts of ourselves. 
Yet they can also be aroused by those things which makes us distinctly human: our language and 
the concepts we use to understand our bodies; our religious convictions and moral judgements; 
the fashions, even the politics and economics of the times we live in.” This listing of emotional 
triggers pin points another human instinct alongside our will to live, namely, our strive for order, 
to sort, to categorise and to systemise. Language, as Smith mentions, is one of these systems 
and perhaps the largest one of all, as it itself defines the other systems and its components with 
words. Hence it is not to any surprise that numerous psychiatrists and philosophers have created 
several linguistic systems for sorting, categorising and identifying emotions (Smith 2015, p. 
6-7).
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1.1 The emotional being
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Fig. 1. The Feeling Wheel (1982) by Dr. Gloria Willcox.



1.1 The emotional being

One such system for sorting emotions is The Feeling Wheel (fig. 1), which was created by 
American Dr. in Psychology Gloria Willcox in the early 1980’s. The Feeling Wheel is composed 
of three concentric circles. Emerging from the center, the inner circle is divided into six segments 
corresponding to six primary feelings: sad, mad, scared, joyful, powerful, and peaceful. The 
middle and outer circle is further divided into additional segments, in which the different slices 
refer to specific variations of emotions within the six primary categories of emotions (Willcox 
1982, p. 274-276). With my human liking for order, I find this chart incredibly satisfying. There 
is, however, something about the chart that disturbs me. Perhaps it is the borders separating 
every word from one another, setting a somewhat unwritten rule that I am only allowed to sense 
one emotion individually at a time. Using words may be efficient when wanting to instantly 
describe an emotion to other people. However, these words come with both conscious and 
subconscious prejudices and expectations because of our other systems, which we might not be 
comfortable confronting when wanting to define an emotion, according to Smith. Following her 
thought, I see that such charts might leave us misunderstood, by others or by ourselves. 

In an interview by Genealogy Studies in 2022 with the topic “History of Emotions”, British 
historian Matthew Roberts suggests that emotions may be temporarily and culturally specific. 
By this, he means that the type of emotions that we experience and the way we experience 
them are very much determined by what time and place we live in. For example, there are 
words for very particular emotions that may only exist in particular languages, words that Smith 
calls “untranslatable”. By having a specific word for a specific emotion, we are more likely to 
experience that particular emotion. The way we feel about feeling that particular emotion is in 
turn affected by the social, religious, political and economic ideologies of the culture in which 
the word of the emotion exists. Hence, emotions that are experienced in one culture may not be 
experienced at all in a different culture. The same goes for different epochs of time, a particular 
word for a particular emotion which may exist today, may not have existed a couple of hundred 
years ago. Because of this, that particular emotion might not have been experienced in that 
different time, simply because it was not spoken of. In this way, language and its contemporary 
influences plays a key role in the experience of emotions (Roberts, Genealogy Studies 2022).

12



1.1 The emotional being

HISTORY OF EMOTIONS

The history of human emotions is a complex one, and by being something that is ”temporarily 
and culturally specific” as stated by Roberts, there is not one universal truth. There are many 
parallel histories of emotions, each referring to a different culture. In the history of emotions 
referring to the cultures of Western societies, it is interesting to take a look at the Romantic 
era. Romanticism as an artistic and intellectual movement which took place in Europe between 
the late eighteenth and mid-nineteenth centuries, which emerged as a reaction towards the 
preceding Classicism and Neoclassicism. Instead of viewing it as a movement, Romanticism 
could be seen as a mind-set, characterised by the importance of emotional sensitivity, individual 
subjectivity and imagination. Romanticism encouraged practitioners of Art, Poetry and 
Literature, to emphasise their emotions and to convey these in their creative work. During this 
time in Europe, emotional sensitivity was a highly valued capacity (Kehoe, British National 
Trust n.d.).

Half a century after the demise of Romanticism and following the Industrial Revolution with its 
establishment of technology and manufacturing, a new movement made an entry into Western 
history, that of Modernism. Compared to Romanticism, Modernism made a much broader shift 
in society and generated many different subcategories specifically within the field of Arts, but 
also within the field of Architecture and Design, such as minimalism and functionalism. It 
is from within this movement that the iconic phrases ‘Less is more’ (by German-American 
architect Ludwig Mies van der Rohe) and ‘Form follows function’ (by American architect 
Louis Henry Sullivan) were coined. Although Modernism is sometimes dated to the first half of 
the 20th century, it is also often spoken of in present tense, which signals that it has come back 
and in that sense is an active movement. As does the fact that we tend to use the term modern 
to refer to something that is new, innovative and contemporary. Between Modernism and 
Romanticism, there is some common ground in the sense that both movements are committed 
to the journey towards enlightenment. However, found in many online descriptions of the 
ideology of Modernist architecture and design, is the word rational. 

RATIONAL MIND & EMOTIONAL MIND

In modern psychology, there is a branch of therapy called DBT (Dialectical Behaviour Therapy), 
created by American psychologist Marsha M. Linehan. DBT combines classic CBT (cognitive 
behavioural therapy) with elements of acceptance and mindfulness. The concept of DBT suggests 
that the human mind consist of two opposing states of mind; the Rational mind and the Emotional 
mind. ‘The Rational’ is the state of mind where reason and logic control your thoughts, urges and 
behaviour. ‘The Emotional’ is the state of mind where your emotions are in control. In DBT, the 
ultimate goal is to build skills for a third state of mind - the Wise mind, which is a combination 
of the two opposing states. According to Linehan, the Wise mind is about using both emotion and 
rational thinking to inform decisions in the service of better judgment and balanced decision-making 
(Borchard, Psych Central 2011). In Linehans’ theory of the Wise mind, rationality and emotionality 
are defined as equally important traits of the human being. However, I am not sure that every member 
of Western culture shares this idea and valuation of emotionality contra rationality.
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For most of my life as a Millennial (a person born in the 1980’s or 1990’s), the Western culture 
and society that I have grown up and live in has led me to perceive emotions as something 
highly intimate, socially problematic and sometimes shameful. I have never felt encouraged to 
appreciate and explore my emotions, until I started to genuinely look after my mental health 
and sought professional help in 2021. Through the process of psychologically getting to know 
myself in therapy, I started to see ways in which the quality of my life can benefit from becoming 
more aware of my emotions. Among other things, therapy led me to discover that I am a so 
called Highly Sensitive Person (a personality trait found in 15-20% of population) (Scott, 
Verywellmind, 2022) and that the way that I perceive sensory impressions is called Synesthesia 
(a neurological condition in which information meant to stimulate one of your senses stimulates 
several of your senses) (Watson, Healthline 2018). This means that I am very receptive to any 
form of sensory impression, that these impressions are translated between multiple senses and 
that these translations generate intense emotions. I often struggle to linguistically define my 
emotions as they are not recognised as words in my mind, hence I find it limiting to use emotional 
charts made up of words. The way I recognise my emotions are like spatial atmospheres that 
tint my entire presence, which could be explained by my Synesthesia. For all of my life, I have 
believed that this way of experiencing emotions so vividly, is what everyone does. 

Whether a person has Synesthesia or not, I believe that people have sensory associations to their 
emotions. What if there was a tool with which we could temporarily translate our emotions to 
something three-dimensional and visual, which could become part of our surroundings? Would 
we experience our own emotions differently if we could read them as something separate from 
our body and mind? Would we better understand other beings if we could see their visual 
interpretation of their emotions?

Let us say that we Romantically embrace our emotions and trust the rational Modernist 
technology to offer us the means of embodying our emotions spatially. Emotions and technology 
might seem like two worlds that are set very far apart from one another, yet there are peculiar 
similarities. The electric signals which tells a smart device what to do in-between the touch of 
your hand and its response, cannot be seen but happens nevertheless. The electric impulse that 
tells us how to react to a certain sensory impression, such as the touch of someone else’s hand, 
travels from the point of touch and up to our brain. This electric impulse cannot be recognised 
by our eyes, yet it happens, and without it we would not have a sensory experience.

A great thing about digital technology, is that it opens up the opportunity of unlimited amounts 
of creation within a dimension that can be parallel to our physical one. In this dimension, virtual 
content can be created that is not restricted by the laws of physics, hence the appearance of the 
virtual content could be of a more free and variated character than that of the physical world. 
The content within the digital dimension consist of data and cannot be physically touched, it 
can however through various mediums of technical devices be recognised by our eyes, which is 
said to be the one human sense that is easiest to trick.

1.2 Digital interiors for 
The emotional being
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Digital technology allows for another great function, which is that of ON and OFF and its 
instantaneity. Content within the digital dimension can be created in-realtime with immediate 
visual response, and can when desired be moved, adjusted, switched OFF, archived or deleted 
in an instant. That sudden urge to drastically paint a wall in a different colour, which might 
rush one over in a moment of boredom, could be fulfilled as a layer in a digital dimension 
of interiors. In a digital layer of interiors, speculative changes or additions could be made 
to existing interiors, which could minimise processes of material (which have effects on our 
climate) that are unnecessary and unconsidered.

In a wide spectrum, I see how a concept of digital interiors could be effective of use within a 
variety of public environments such as hospitals, schools and offices among more, in which 
different inhabitants have individual spatial needs for optimal comfort, attention or efficiency. 
For usage within private environments such as the home (which is becoming more compact), I 
imagine that a concept of the sort could be an effective tool to set instant spatial atmospheres that 
are optimised for different activities such as work, work-out, relaxation etc. More importantly 
in this project, I am interested in how our emotions can become part of our interiors.

1.2 Digital interiors for 
The emotional being
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What is AR? AR stands for Augmented Reality. AR is a fairly young form of technology that 
allows people to superimpose digital content over a real-world environment, for example 
we can see it in social media camera filters, in digital retail services for product testing, in 
navigation services and in gaming (Hayes, Investopedia 2020). AR as we know it today, is 
most commonly used in smart phone devices, in which the augmentation is projected on a 
small digital representation of the reality captured by a camera. The format of the smartphone 
is practical in terms of its current accessibility. However, a type of device called smart glasses 
is being developed by various tech-companies. Early models of the sort are already available 
for enterprise usage and are likely to become more available for private usage within a couple 
of years. The benefit of AR through glasses contra AR through screen, is that the augmentation 
is projected on a glass through which you view the reality (fig. 2). They are in many ways like a 
normal pair of glasses, but you are able to see digital content interacting with the physical space 
that you are within. Hence, it creates an immersive hybrid environment between the dimensions 
of the real world and the digital world. It is this specific type of digital technology that I imagine 
that content of digital interiors could be successfully created and experienced through.

1.3 The digital technology of
Augmented Reality

Fig. 2.
Collages illustrating AR through smartphone (on the left) 

and AR through smartglasses (on the right).
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CHAPTER

2 
A manual of 

DIGITERIORS



By DIGITERIORS, I am referring to a concept of digital interiors. The concept poses a 
sustainable alternative method for instant interior alteration and addition within a digital and 
non-materialistic dimension, intended to be immersively experienced through AR in smart 
glasses.

Specifically, this project explores the potential of using such a concept to spatially express and 
experience emotions. I have this prejudice that many people perceive technology, and digital 
technology in particular, as something that disconnects them from reality and presence in the 
present. I am hoping that this project can demonstrate ways in which it could do the opposite.

For a concept like this to work and be utilised in reality, there are two key elements required 
that depend on one another for full use. I am talking about a software and a hardware, meaning 
a programme or application and a device (fig. 3). In this case the device would be a pair of AR 
glasses.

2.1 The concept of 
DIGITERIORS

18

Fig. 3.
Collage illustrating two key components nessecary for the concept of 
DIGITERIORS to work and be utilised in reality - software & hardware.



Imagine yourself in a room, perhaps the one that you are currently within. You have a pair of 
smart glasses, you put them on. You now see digital information in your field of vision, such 
as the time, date, weather. Just like in a smart phone, there are applications of different sorts, 
DIGITERIORS is one of these apps. You hold up of your hand in front of you, your smart 
glasses can recognise them. By moving your hands, you may interact with the digital content. 
By a movement of your hand, you enter the software of DIGITERIORS. Inside you are faced 
with different options. You choose to enter the emotional creation mode. The smart glasses 
make a scan of the room to recognise the surfaces of the room. Once the scan is completed, 
a light floating sphere appear in the center of the room. Additionally, a number of turn knobs 
appear in your field of vision. The sphere represents a blank canvas for your emotion to be 
expressed onto. The turn knobs act as interactive parameters, that each represents different 
aesthetic qualities (fig. 4).

2.2 Expressing emotions through 
DIGITERIORS
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Fig. 4.
Collage illustrating the DIGITERIORS emotional creation 
mode.



Some qualities control the volume of the emotion, such as size, complexity, randomness, gravity 
etc. Other qualities control the texture and surface of the emotion, such as colour, opacity, 
transparency, grain, gloss, pattern and emission among more. The sphere will react immediately 
to your demand and by turning, sliding and twisting these different parameters you may find a 
visual identity to your emotion (fig. 5). You may explore your way ahead, or you may (as I often 
do) have an idea in your mind of what your emotion looks like.

2.2 Expressing emotions through 
DIGITERIORS
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Fig. 5.
Collage illustrating the DIGITERIORS emotional creation 
mode.



Once the user is content with the appearance of the emotion, the idea is that you should be able 
to spatially engage the emotion with the room that you are within. It could be by leaving it in its 
default position, as in creation mode - floating in mid-air (fig. 6). In this mode, the emotion can 
either stay in the centre of the room, or you can move it to a specific spot. In this mode, you can 
observe and study the emotion by walking around it, which might give you a sense of control. 
In this mode, you may also may walk through the emotion, or even stand inside the emotion as 
if it were an aura.

2.3 Applying emotions to space 
DIGITERIORS
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Fig. 6.
Collage illustrating a spatially expressed emotion, applied 
to a room in floating mode through DIGITERIORS. 



The emotion could be assigned as a layer or second skin to a piece of furniture or object (fig. 
7). You might use this mode to process an emotion by connecting it to a specific object and 
detaching it from yourself. In this mode, the object acts as an anchor, meaning you may use and 
move the object around, and you will see the emotion following along as the smart glasses are 
able to register the movement of the object.

2.3 Applying emotions to space 
DIGITERIORS

22

Fig. 7.
Collage illustrating a spatially expressed emotion, 
applied to a chair within a room through DIGITERIORS. 



The emotion could be assigned as a layer or second skin to a larger surface of the room you are 
within (fig. 8). You might use this mode to study an emotion from afar or close up, to amplify 
an emotion or to set an emotional atmosphere to the space.

2.3 Applying emotions to space 
DIGITERIORS

23

Fig. 8.
Collage illustrating a spatially expressed emotion, applied 
to wall of a room through DIGITERIORS. 



The emotion could be assigned as a layer or second skin to the entire room that you are within 
(fig. 9). You might use this mode to further amplify an emotion, to fully immerse yourself 
within it and to embrace it. 

2.3 Applying emotions to space 
DIGITERIORS
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Fig. 9.
Collage illustrating a spatially expressed emotion, applied 
to an entire room through DIGITERIORS. 



The idea of the emotional creation mode in DIGITERIORS is to allow for unlimited amounts 
of spatial creation in a digital dimension, detached from the limitations of physical laws. In this 
digital dimension, creations can be generated instantly to temporarily change the experience of 
an existing physical interior. The different parameters of aesthetic qualities are meant to allow 
for many different combinations of values - to enable generation of a wide range of aesthetic 
expressions (fig. 10). The creation mode is meant to allow the user to create either with a pre-
determined expression in mind or to open-mindedly explore and find an expression through use.

2.3 Applying emotions to space 
DIGITERIORS
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Fig. 10.
Grid of collages illustrating 4 different emotions, applied 
to a room in 4 different ways through DIGITERIORS.



Once an emotion is spatially expressed and applied to one or several surfaces within a room, 
you can either experience the emotion in privacy by yourself (fig. 11).

2.4 Experiencing emotions spatially through 
DIGITERIORS
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Fig. 11.
Collage illustrating a spatially expressed emotion 
experienced individually in privacy through DIGITERIORS.



Or you could connect your DIGITERIORS with another individual in the purpose of 
communicating and understanding the emotions of one another (fig. 12). 

2.4 Experiencing emotions spatially through 
DIGITERIORS
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Fig. 12.
Collage illustrating a spatially expressed emotions 
experienced collectively through DIGITERIORS.



Once you have finished, expressing and experiencing an emotion, it is saved to your archive of 
emotions. The archive allows you to overview and revisit emotions from the past, somewhat 
like a digital diary of spatially expressed emotions (figs. 13 & 14).

2.5 Archiving expressed emotions through 
DIGITERIORS

28

Emotion:
0001
Created: 
2022.01.23.14.56
Location: 
59.29480645347646, 
17.98564194767021
Last opened:
2022.02.25.16.11

Emotion:
0002
Created:
2022.02.01.17.16
Location: 
59.29966129742655, 
17.99231040531757
Last opened:
2022.02.01.17.16

Emotion:
0003
Created:
2022.02.07.21.05
Location: 
59.29480645347646, 
17.98564194767021
Last opened:
2022.02.23.10.28

Emotion:
0004
Created: 
2022.02.29.09.27
Location: 
59.33248354019451, 
18.058003501285953
Last opened:
2022.03.05.15.16

Emotion:
0005
Created: 
2022.03.07.11.17
Location: 
60.19785645747986, 
17.95564794867231
Last opened:
2022.04.21.23.24

Emotion:
0006
Created:
2022.03.15.19.23
Location: 
59.29966148342688, 
17.97261040578957
Last opened:
2022.03.16.12.59

Emotion:
0007
Created:
2022.03.16.18.10
Location: 
59.29966129742655, 
17.99231040531757
Last opened:
2022.03.16.18.10

Emotion:
0008
Created: 
2022.03.24.16.30
Location: 
59.29480645347646, 
17.98564194767021
Last opened:
2022.03.24.16.47

Emotion:
0009
Created: 
2022.03.27.18.18
Location: 
59.29966148342688, 
17.97261040578957
Last opened:
2022.05.17.22.03

Emotion:
0010
Created:
2022.04.01.02.11
Location: 
59.29966129742655, 
17.99231040531757
Last opened:
2022.04.01.03.09

Emotion:
0011
Created:
2022.04.02.15.44
Location: 
59.33248354019451, 
18.058003501285953
Last opened:
2022.04.02.15.53

Emotion:
0012
Created: 
2022.04.10.19.33
Location: 
59.33248354019451, 
18.058003501285953
Last opened:
2022.04.10.19.33

Emotion:
0013
Created: 
2022.04.17.16.27
Location: 
59.29966148342688, 
17.97261040578957
Last opened:
2022.04.22.22.02

Emotion:
0014
Created:
2022.04.28.11.49
Location: 
59.33248354019451, 
18.058003501285953
Last opened:
2022.04.28.12.03

Emotion:
0015
Created:
2022.05.06.13.52
Location: 
59.29480645347646, 
17.98564194767021
Last opened:
2022.05.07.20.28

Emotion:
0016
Created: 
2022.05.07.20.41
Location: 
59.29480645347646, 
17.98564194767021
Last opened:
2022.05.07.20.43

Fig. 13.
Grid listing data of emotions spatially expressed in 
DIGITERIORS.
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DIGITERIORS
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Fig. 14.
Grid of illustrations of emotions reffering to fig. 13.
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3



3.1 Conceptual translations

The concept of DIGITERIORS is based on a digital technology which in reality would require 
a hardware (a pair of AR glasses) and a software (the digital application of DIGITERIORS). In 
the early stages of the project, I was optimistic about being able to access the hardware through 
the help of external partners, which was proven to be difficult. I did however not believe that 
I would in any way be able to develop a software for the concept. Building a software, is 
something that requires a large amount of experience, time and money, neither which I had 
enough of in the process of working on my degree project. Yet I was continuously fascinated 
by this technology, and was determined to further develop my concept on a speculative basis.
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Fig. 15.
Scenery of a room, meant as a backdrop for the 
illustrations, created in Blender.



3.1 Conceptual translations

DIGITAL MEDIUMS

In order to communicate my ideas, I created the illustrations of A manual of DIGITERIORS 
(Chapter 2) three-dimensionally. In the process of creating these, I taught myself how to use a 
programme called Blender. I this programme I built a scenery depicting a room, as a backdrop 
to all DIGITERIORS illustrations (fig. 15).

As seen in the illustrations, the room is cubic with two openings, a smaller one representing a 
window and a larger one representing a doorway. Additionally, the room contains a chair. All 
components of the room were made as simple as possible, without details and in a monochrome 
colour scheme, in order to merely symbolise the concept of the different components. The point 
of the simplicity is so that a person looking at the illustration should be able to imagine that 
backdrop-room being a room of their own reference.

Once the scenery of the room was built in Blender, I got to continue on to one of the most 
exciting steps of this project, which was to express emotions visually in a digital dimension (of 
Blender). Although the creation mode within DIGITERIORS would be controlled differently 
and experienced immersively, the act of building the three-dimensional emotions within Blender 
gave me a hint of what it would be like to express emotions through DIGITERIORS, as it 
allowed me to see instant response in the model of the emotion when changing the algorithms. 

When building emotions in Blender for the illustrations, I was basing some of them off actual 
emotions of mine and my visual idea of them. Some of the emotions were generated to merely 
reflect the wide range of visual characteristics achievable within DIGITERIORS. 

The 3D-components representing emotions were primarily generated to become part of the 
series of illustrations, but in the process of making them, I realised that I would be able to utilise 
them for a different experiment. From Blender, three 3D components were exported as GLB 
files, a 3D format that is used in Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual Reality (VR), games, and 
web applications. The three different components were all representing the very same emotion, 
but meant to represent this emotion in three different application modes: as a sphere (default 
floating mode), as a chair (furniture mode) and as a wall (surface mode). The three GLB files 
were then shared to my smartphone and imported into an app called Adobe Aero. In this AR-app, 
I could place the three separate components as projections on top of the digital representation of 
the real and physical space that I was in, captured by the camera of my smartphone.

It was fascinating to see my digital three-dimensional emotions anchored to actual physical 
components of the room that I was within, even though it was experienced through the screen 
of a smartphone and not through a pair of smart glasses. Seen in figures 15, 16 and 17, are 
screenshots of a recording from Adobe Aero, in which the three components have been digitally 
placed in an actual physical room (figs. 16, 17 & 18).
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Figs. 16, 17 & 18.
Screenshots from recording in Adobe Aero.



3.1 Conceptual translations

PHYSICAL MEDIUMS

In the weeks following the mid-process feedback session, I started worrying whether my 
current material would be enough to communicate my concept and if it would be readable in the 
upcoming 2022 Konstfack Degree Exhibition. At that point, the key material that I had, were the 
digital illustrations generated in Blender. The illustrations were effective when explaining my 
concept to fellow students, tutors and critics in presentations, yet in the context of an exhibition 
in which visitors may only pass by my project or stay for a minute or two, I did not feel as if the 
illustrations would do my project justice on their own.

Therefore, for the purpose of the exhibition, I came up with the idea of a sculpture. I wanted to 
make sure that there would be a spatial element to my project for the exhibition visitor to walk 
around, in the hope of evoking curiosity and leading the interested spectator to read further into 
my project. Seen in figure 19, is an early 1:5 model of the sculpture (fig. 19). The sculpture 
consists of a chair which is split in two pieces through the middle. In between the two pieces, 
there is a double-sided mirror. The mirrors reflect the half of the chair that they are facing, 
which extends the chair into the mirror and creates the illusion of a whole chair. The idea of the 
two sides of the chair, is for it to represent two dimensions - the digital and the physical. On 
one side of the sculpture, representing the physical dimension, simply a chair can be seen. On 
the other side of the sculpture, representing the digital dimension, an organically shaped blue 
volume covering the chair can be seen. More specifically, the blue volume represents a spatially 
expressed emotion applied to this existing chair. The form of the chair itself, is the very same 
as the chair in the illustrations, to clearly link the sculpture to the illustrations. The minimal, 
simple and plain aesthetics of this chair is meant to inform that the chair is merely a symbol of 
any chair and not a certain type of chair. The simple form also allows the vividly free digital 
emotion applied to the chair to stand out more.

For the purpose of the exhibition, I also decided to create a booklet based on the Blender-
generated illustrations (fig. 24). The primary point of the booklet was to act as an explanatory 
complement to the somewhat abstracted sculpture.
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Fig. 19. 
Photo of 1:5 model of sculpture.



3.2 The Konstfack Degree Exhibition

The 2022 Konstfack Degree Exhibition for Master’s and Teacher’s Education, in which I 
exhibited my project, took place between the 21st and 27th of May. From an early point in the 
project process, my fellow classmates and I were encouraged to uphold an active dialog with 
the curators of our show, regarding curatorial requirements and wishes for our projects. My 
key wish from this early stage and throughout, was to exhibit my project in a smaller separate 
room. The initial idea behind this wish was to imitate the scenery from the room in my digital 
illustrations. At this early point, I was yet optimistic about the chances of gaining access to 
the hardware on which the concept of DIGITERIORS is based - AR glasses. Although my 
process led me to communicate and materialise my project differently from how I had originally 
envisioned it, I stuck by the idea of exhibiting in a smaller separate room.

In the final placement plan issued by the curators, I was allocated to share a room with my 
classmate Queenning Zhao. Queenning and I initially had some conflicting ideas of our 
spatial needs, in particular in terms of lighting. However, by setting aside a couple of days to 
experiment with these conditions on site together prior to the exhibition construction, we were 
able to identify issues and find solutions for them that we felt would benefit our projects equally. 
The final outcome of the spatial collaboration between Queenning and me, can be seen in a 
screenshot of a 3D-scan of our exhibition room (fig. 20).
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Fig. 20.
Screenshot of 3D-scan of the exhibition room, shared with 
Queenning Zhao.



Fig. 21.
Photo showing 

view into the 
exhibition room, 

as seen from 
Seminariegatan.
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Fig. 22.
Photo showing 

sculpture (in the 
bottom) and video 
projection (on the 

top) inside the 
exhibition room.
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Fig. 23.
Photo showing 
detail of the 
sculpture.
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Fig. 24.
Photo showing 
spread from the 
booklet that was 
made for the 
exhibition.
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3.2 The Konstfack Degree Exhibition

The very first sight of the room that would meet the eyes of the visitor, was a glimpse of my 
sculpture through a pair of translucent curtains hugging the door (fig. 21). The curtains acted as 
a practical shield for external light and noise, as well as a trigger of curiosity. When stepping 
through the curtains and entering the room, the visitor met a different atmosphere than the one 
outside the room. The idea of the lighting strategy was for the overall darkness to blur out the 
architecture of the room and the distance between our objects, which were carefully illuminated 
by soft and cool spots of light. The contrast between the darkness and light, were meant to 
create a sense of intimacy to the exhibited objects as well as to reinforce the point of both our 
projects concerning suggestive matters and potentially spaces somewhere else.

The three elements making out my project in the exhibition, were the sculpture, the booklet 
and a video projection of a screen recording of my AR experiment in Adobe Aero. The latter, 
was an idea that came up during the week of construction. The video projection seen in the 
upper part of figure 21, did not only create a movement of light reflecting in the room, but more 
importantly it reintroduced the presence of digitalism, which is less obvious in the sculpture 
(fig. 22).

The sculpture seen in the lower part of figure 22, was assembled and completed during the week 
of exhibition construction. The two wooden pieces of the chair were painted white to mimic the 
aesthetics of the chair in the illustrations. Instead of using classic glass, the double-sided mirror 
was achieved by mounting two acrylic mirror sheets onto a both sides of a square chip board, 
which made the sculpture lighter in weight and cheaper in cost. An expected yet fun effect of 
the acrylic mirror sheet was a slight distortion of the reflection, in particular to the distant ones.

Seen in figure 23, is a detail of the physical representation of a digital expression of an emotion. 
This representation was created by sowing together pieces of metal insect mesh with fishing 
line, like a patchwork. The sown together piece was then creased and shaped by hand, and 
finally spray painted in two shades of blue (fig. 23).

Seen in figure 24, is a spread from the booklet which rested on a wall shelf alongside a book that 
Queenning had made for her project (fig. 24). The idea of the booklet was to act as a descriptive 
step-by-step manual of the concept of DIGITERIORS, accompanied by the illustrations. 
During my occasional patrols through our room, I made a few cheering observations of visitors 
taking their time to read through my booklet. During the exhibition, I also had the honour of 
explaining my project in person to visitors both familiar and unfamiliar to me. General reactions 
were optimistic towards the concept of DIGITERIORS, but reactions were particularly positive 
when talking to visitors who themselves experience Synesthesia, as the project encourages 
cross sensory translations.
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CONCLUSION

PERSONAL INSIGHTS

On a personal level, the process of my degree project has allowed me an outlet for expression of 
my own emotions. The project has therapeutically guided me to understand and appreciate my 
own emotions and the role they play in my mental wellbeing. I have gained greater understanding 
for themes and skills that are valuable and relevant to my role as an interior architect.

As I have reached the end of my two years of studies in Spatial Design at Konstfack, I continue 
my journey through the field of interior architecture and design with a Masters of Fine Arts 
Degree in my pocket. More importantly, I move forward with a backpack full of invaluable 
experience and insights from the many dialogues and pedagogical processes shared with my 
fellow classmates, tutors and workshop technicians. During my two years at Konstfack, and 
particularly through my Master’s degree project, I have realised the value of emotions, how 
they are not only an important part of life, but how they can unlock my creativity.

PROJECT REFLECTIONS

In my degree project, I have worked with two themes that at first glance might appear to be set 
very far apart from one another, that of emotions and that of digital technology. As a sustainable 
alternative to temporary interior alteration, this project has explored how our ever-changing 
human emotions could be spatially expressed and experienced through the modern medium of 
Augmented Reality.

Primarily, the concept of DIGITERIORS has explored how our emotions can be spatially 
expressed and experienced, to influence alterations of our existing interiors. Our emotions 
are very much essential to how we perceive and experience our interior surroundings, as our 
interior surroundings are to how we perceive and experience our emotions, in fact they are 
both impressions that are processed in the very same area of our brain - the limbic system. 
However, in comparison to our varying and temporary nature of emotions, our interiors of 
the Western world are often of a materially permanent kind. The concept of DIGITERIORS 
addresses this matter, suggesting a tool, which allows one to spatially engage one’s emotions 
with the interiors. A tool of this sort could be a efficient way of tuning into the present moment, 
extending the experience of pleasant emotions and managing the experience of an unpleasant 
emotion. In order to express an emotion, the concept encourages one to pause, reflect on how 
it psychologically and physically feels like to be alive in this moment, based on internal and 
external conditions.
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CONCLUSION

The project addresses a growing need of interior alteration in urban societies of the Western 
world, as we live in a time and place where we inevitably have to lead more stationary lives. 
During the restrictive circumstances caused by the recent pandemic of Covid-19 and since our 
urban homes are getting smaller due to increasing costs, our homes have been forced to host 
activities and shores beyond the traditional means of a home, such as working from home. The 
demand for temporary interior alterations, to accommodate more and new activities within our 
urban homes, is greater than ever. Yet this need is conflicted by the increasingly alarming state 
of our global climate, urging us not to consume products, treatments and services that effect our 
climate badly. These are processes that interior alterations may implicate, in particular those of 
a temporary kind.

In this project, I have introduced a concept by the name of DIGITERIORS, which optimistically 
attempts to deal with this issue of conflicting interests. The concept proposes a tool through 
which the surface of existing interior architecture and furniture can adopt the visual identities 
of self-made materials, within a digital dimension. If the electricity fuelling the digital device 
is harvested from verified renewable power resources, unlimited amounts of creations can be 
produced within the digital dimension without harming the global climate. In this sense, I claim 
the project to be sustainable. Yet the concept is based on a technology that requires a specific 
type of device for usage - AR compatible smart glasses. The manufacturing of this type of 
device inevitably requires an electrically powered process and cultivation of materials. The 
majority of the materials making out smart devices are plastics, glass and metals, out of which 
all can be recycled. 

But even in the ideal scenario in which the required type of digital device was produced from 
100% recycled material, the mere process of recycling those materials would result in carbon 
emission. Hence, in this sense, the concept could not be 100% sustainable. However, the concept 
optimistically encourages a questioning of what interior alterations are necessary to realise in 
the real-material world, and what interior alterations could fulfil their purpose within the digital 
dimension, which ultimately could lower unnecessary carbon emissions in the long run.

The type of digital device that the concept relies on, is a digital technology that is yet very 
young. Several of the leading tech-companies in the Western world are actively developing AR 
compatible smart glasses and some models are available for purchase already, yet at this point 
in time these products are mainly feasible for enterprise use and come at a very high price. In 
this sense, the concept is not a currently ready or available for the type of user and usage that it 
is primarily intended for, which is private use within the home. This type of device is likely to 
become more available for private use within a couple of years, but of course like many other 
types of prosperous digital devices on the market, smart glasses are not likely to appeal to or be 
economically accessible for all socio-economical classes of the Western world.
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CONCLUSION

FUTURE OUTLOOKS

In a larger perspective, the concept of DIGITERIORS proposes principles that could be ethically 
beneficial for private use but also within communal or institutional environments, such as 
schools, offices and hospitals. In these types of environments, the many different individuals 
may very well have different spatial and atmospheric needs for optimised educational or 
professional efficiency or for optimised serenity and comfort. The concept speculates on 
potential future procedures relevant to the field of interior architecture. In the digital dimension 
of DIGITERIORS, creations are not limited by the laws of physics, hence creations within 
the concept could endorse unexpected, peculiar and freely mannered aesthetics that we may 
otherwise only be able to imagine in our minds. These are not only great conditions for exploring 
emotional expressions, but generally unlocks a large universe of many new possible interior 
experiences.  
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